Host heterogeneity in disease transmission is widespread and presents a major hurdle to predicting 16 and minimizing pathogen spread. Using the Drosophila melanogaster model system infected with 17 Drosophila C virus, we integrate experimental measurements of individual host heterogeneity in 18 social aggregation, virus shedding, and disease-induced mortality into an epidemiological framework 19 that simulates outbreaks of infectious disease. We use these simulations to calculate individual 20 variation in disease transmission and apportion this variation to specific components of transmission: 21 social network degree distribution, infectiousness, and infection duration. The experimentally-22 observed variation produces substantial differences in individual transmission potential, providing 23 evidence for genetic and sex-specific effects on disease dynamics at a population level. Manipulating 24 variation in social network connectivity, infectiousness, and infection duration in simulated 25 populations reveals that these components affect disease transmission in clear and distinct ways. We 26 consider the implications of this genetic and sex-specific variation in disease transmission and discuss 27 implications for appropriate control methods given the relative contributions made by social 28 aggregation, virus shedding, and infection duration to transmission in other host-pathogen systems. 29 30 31 Key words: Drosophila melanogaster, disease transmission, social aggregation, virus shedding, 32 contact networks, disease modelling, transmission heterogeneity Individual heterogeneity in host traits affecting disease transmission has major consequences for the 36 predictability and severity of outbreaks of infectious disease, and in extreme cases can lead to 37 'superspreaders' or 'supershedders' of infection [1][2][3][4]. An individual's transmission potential can be 38 described as a function of its contact with susceptible individuals, the likelihood of that contact 39 resulting in infection, and the length of time that individual remains infectious [5,6]. While the 40 underlying causes of heterogeneity in transmission are poorly understood, each of these components 41 may be affected by genetic variation in pathogen traits, the behavioural and physiological traits of the 42 host, and their interaction with environmental factors [7][8][9][10]. While the effects of host contact 43 behaviour on heterogeneity in pathogen transmission have been widely investigated [11][12][13], the role 44 of variation in host physiological traits in generating heterogenous pathogen transmission are less 45 clearly understood [6,14]. Moreover, the relative roles of these traits, and how they interact with one 46 another in natural systems remain difficult to isolate and quantify.
Introduction
number of infected individuals, outbreak duration, and time to maximum number of infected Social network degree distribution. To generate a simulated contact network reflecting contact rates 143 of different phenotypes, we used a proxy for social aggregation: the number of neighbours within a 144 set threshold radius. Individuals (nodes) within the prescribed threshold radius share an edge where 145 transmission is possible. Using the number of neighbours within this radius for each fly, we derived a 146 functional degree distribution for our simulated populations of interest. From this empirical degree 147 distribution, we sampled 1000 times based on the number of individuals needed for the simulated 148 network. This produced a network where the mean degree (rather than network density) was 149 maintained between empirical and simulated populations. The dynamics of faecal-oral DCV 150 transmission are poorly understood [32, 33] , but the virus is seen to readily proliferate through 151 laboratory stocks of Drosophila [34] . To account for this and assess the relative importance of 152 possible direct transmission routes, we consider the number of neighbours within 10, 15 or 20mm of 153 one another and derive simulated social networks from these distinct degree distributions.
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Transmission is only possible between infected (I) and susceptible (S) flies within this set infectious 155 distance. Importantly, using social aggregation as a proximate measure of contact rate assumes the 156 likelihood of contact with DCV is proportional to an individual's proximity to an infected fly. transmission, with all other individuals having a probability less than one; or (2) average and non-zero 170 shedders could still shed enough to ensure infection, but supershedders increase the likelihood of transmission relative to average counterparts. The two levels of scaled infectiousness, 1 and 2, were 1 respectively. The levels of transmission efficiency correspond to 10, 50, and 100% probability of 
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we generated a new network from the scaled-up degree distribution, and randomly selected an 211 individual from the network to start as the index case.
Parameter Levels
Genetic 
218
Simulations were allowed to run for 1000-time steps. 
244
we systematically constrained the variation in all three host traits to the population's mean,
245
individually and alongside one another. During these simulations, the unconstrained traits were free to 246 vary according to the empirical measurements (Table 3 ). In the case of degree of the network, we 247 rounded this value to ensure a whole number, which is essential for contact network formation (e.g.,
248
an individual cannot have 2.5 contacts). For example, to look at the effect of social aggregation by 249 itself, we allowed social aggregation to take on the degree distribution of the entire heterogenous 
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The variation in empirical treatment groups produced distinct outbreaks of infectious disease in 304 populations comprised solely of one genetic background and sex (Figures 1-2) . Random forest 305 analysis suggested that the two top predictors for outbreak likelihood were genetic and sex-specific 306 variation (Figure 3a) . Given a successful outbreak, host genetic and sex-specific variation also 307 affected the maximum number of infected individuals at any given time step (Figures 2b & 3b ) and 308 outbreak duration (Figures 2c & 3c) . However, host genetic background and sex were less important 
